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We report on measurements of the collisional properties of a mixture of133Cs and87Rb atoms in a magnetic
trap atmK temperatures. By selectively evaporating the Rb atoms using a radio-frequency field, we achieved
sympathetic cooling of Cs down to a fewmK. The interspecies collisional cross section was determined
through rethermalization measurements, leading to good agreement with a theoretical prediction of 595a0 for
the triplets-wave scattering length for Rb in theuF=2,mF=2l and Cs in theuF=4,mF=4l magnetic states. We
briefly speculate on the prospects for reaching the Bose-Einstein condensation of Cs inside a magnetic trap
through sympathetic cooling.
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Laser cooling of neutral atoms, combined with evapora-
tive cooling in conservativesmagnetic and opticald traps, has
led to a number of important breakthroughs in atomic phys-
ics, most notably the observation of Bose-Einstein conden-
sation sBECd in a dilute gas of alkali-metal atoms in 1995
f1g. In recent years, research on ultracold atoms has ex-
panded into the realms of atomic mixtures. Adding a second
atomic species has, among other things, opened up the pos-
sibility to sympathetically cool one atomic species through
collisional energy exchange with the other speciesf2g. On
the one hand, this has proved an invaluable tool for reaching
the quantum degeneracy regime with fermionic atoms for
which Pauli blocking reduces the evaporative cooling effi-
ciency at low temperatures. On the other hand, ultracold
atomic mixtures are also interesting in their own right. In
particular, the possibility of creating cold heteronuclear mol-
ecules could be an important ingredient in neutral atom
quantum computing due to the expected large permanent di-
pole moment of such molecules. Furthermore, ultracold mix-
tures can lead to interesting quantum phases when loaded
into an optical latticef3g. A number of mixtures has been
studied in magneto-optical trapssMOTsd f4,5g, and recent
experiments by Kermanet al. f6g have yielded information
about the rovibrational structure of the85Rb133Cs molecule.
Furthermore, a few combinations of ultracold atoms have
also been experimentally investigated in conservative traps,
among them Li-Csf7g, K-Rb f8,9g, and Na-Lif10g.

In this paper we study the collisional properties of a mix-
ture of ultracold87Rb and133Cs atoms in a magnetic trap.
Both Rb and Cs have been used in laser cooling of atoms for
more than 15 years now and are important as time and fre-
quency standards. However, not much is known about their
interatomic potentials and collisional properties. While for
the lighter alkali metals the interatomic potentials can be
calculated relatively easily, it has been difficult to do the
same for the Rb-Cs potential. Jamiesonet al. f11g calculated
the collisional parameters using several similar-looking
choices for the interatomic potentials, and found that even
for small changes in the potential thes-wave scattering
length varies by up to two orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
the adverse collisional propertiesslarge inelastic cross sec-
tionsd of Cs in the magnetically trappable states make experi-
mental studies of Rb-Cs mixtures challenging.

The experimental apparatus used for this work is similar
to our Rb-BEC setup described in detail elsewheref12g. We
use a double-chamber vacuum system with a two-
dimensionals2Dd collection MOT in the upper chamber and
a six-beam MOT in the lower chamber. In order to trap and
cool both Rb and Cs atoms, the trapping and repumping light
for the two species is superimposed and the same optics
smirrors, lenses, and wave platesd is used to create the beams
for both MOTs. Once the atoms have been transferred into
the lower MOT, after a brief compressed MOT and molasses
phase, the trapping beams are switched off and the atoms are
optically pumped into theuF=2,mF=2l and uF=4,mF=4l
magnetically trappable states of Rb and Cs, respectively. Im-
mediately after that, the time-averaged orbiting potential
sTOPd magnetic trap is switched on. Since the two atomic
species have different equilibrium positions in the magnetic
trap sdue to gravitational sagd, the positions of the MOTs
have to be adjusted accordingly in order to avoid subsequent
oscillations in the TOP trap. This is achieved by tuning the
radiation pressure in the MOT using theswavelength-
selectived quarter-wave plates inserted into the optical path
of the trapping beams.

In order to demonstrate sympathetic cooling, after loading
the atoms into the magnetic trap, we first performed circle-
of-death evaporative coolingswhich exploits the rotating
zero-of-field locus on which spin-flips can occurd by continu-
ously reducing the strength of the rotating bias fieldf13g.
Because this cooling technique is not species selective, cool-
ing one or the other species separatelysi.e., loading only that
species into the MOTd made little difference.

We then proceeded to apply a radio-frequency field reso-
nant with aDmF= ±1 Zeeman transition in the Rb atoms. By
ramping down the frequency of the RF field, forced evapo-
rative cooling is induced as the radius of the surface on
which atoms are transferred into untrapped states shrinks.
Radio-frequency evaporation is species selective as it de-
pends on the Zeeman sublevel spacing. Therefore, only the
Rb atoms were evaporatively cooled in this way. Neverthe-
less, the measured temperature of the Cs atoms exactly fol-
lowed the Rb temperature down to a fewmK, clearly indi-
cating that sympathetic cooling was taking placefsee Fig.
1sadg. In fact, repeating the experiment with Cs atoms only, a
much smaller cooling rate, consistent with residual circle-of-
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death evaporation, was observed. Initially, the atom numbers
in the trap wereNRb<23106 and NCs<105. Towards the
end of the ramp, the number of Rb atoms had dropped by a
factor of 10. As expected, sympathetic cooling was efficient
as long as the number of Rb atoms was larger than the num-
ber of Cs atoms; once there were fewer Rb than Cs atoms,
sympathetic cooling stopped.

In order to understand the dynamics of sympathetic cool-
ing and to extract information on the interspecies scattering
properties, we solved the kinetic equations for the atomic
dynamics inside the magnetic trap in the presence of inter-
atomic collisions, treating the collisions through a Monte
Carlo approachf14g sin the following to be called “Monte
Carlo simulations”d. Those simulations were extended to
samples of two species with different masses, atom numbers,
and trap frequencies. Since the known values of theC6 co-
efficient for the Rb-Cs molecular potentialf15g give a
threshold energy forp-wave scattering of about 50mK f16g,
we took into account both thes-wave and the thep-wave
contributions to the interspecies elastic cross section. Using
the effective range approximationf17,18g, the s-wave term
was written in terms of a scattering lengtha and an effective
rangere, while thep-wave term was expressed in terms of a
p-wave volumeA1 f19g

stot =
4pa2

S1 −
1

2
arek

2D2

+ a2k2

+
12pA1

2k4

1 + A1
2k6 , s1d

where k is the modulus of the wave vector of the relative
atomic motion. The angular dependence of thel =1 partial
wave does not affect the efficiency of thep-wave contribu-
tion in the interspecies thermalization processsin contrast to
single-species cross-dimensional relaxation, where it reduces
the p-wave contribution by a factor 3/5f20gd. In order to
analyze the experimental results, we considered the theoret-
ical sets of scattering parametersha,re,A1j for the triplet
interaction reported inf11g, corresponding to data set
A= h595.2a0,190.2a0,−168.53104 a0

3j, data set B
=h177.2a0,126.4a0,−46813104 a0

3j, data set C
=h−317.6a0,424.2a0,−112.33104 a0

3j, and data set D
=h−45.37a0,3075a0,−84.223104 a0

3j swherea0 is the Bohr
radiusd. Numerical simulations using those parameters
showed that only the two sets A and B were consistent with
the observed efficiency of the sympathetic coolingfFig.
1sbdg. However, systematic effects mainly related to the un-
certainties in the efficiency of the evaporation processes pre-
vented an accurate extraction of the scattering parameters
from this data.

In order to obtain a more accurate measurement of the
scattering cross section, we performed rethermalization mea-
surements. First, Rb and Cs were cooled down to tempera-
tures between 5 and 60mK by circle-of-death evaporative
cooling. Thereafter, a radio-frequency ramp was applied in
such a way that the Rb atoms were cooled, but with a fast
enough sweep so that there was no energy exchange between
Cs and Rb during the evaporation time. At the end of the RF
ramp there was thus a temperature difference between the Rb
and Cs atomsf21g. The mixture was then held in the mag-
netic trap for up to 20 s and the temperatures of both species
were measured as a function of time. These measurements
were repeated for various mean temperatures of the mixture.

Figure 2 shows the result of such a rethermalization mea-

FIG. 1. sad Sympathetic cooling of Cs atomssfilled circlesd
through RF evaporation of Rbsopen circlesd. Removing the Rb
atoms before the RF sweep, Cs atoms are only cooled slightly by
residual circle-of-death evaporation at a fixed bias fieldstrianglesd.
sbd A comparison of experiment and Monte Carlo simulations re-
sults for Cs: no interspecies collisionssdotted lined, data set C
sdash-dotted lined, data set Assolid lined, data set Bsdashed lined.
Rb temperatures were only slightly sensitive of the cross section.

FIG. 2. Rethermalization in a Rb-Cs mixture. The initial differ-
ence between the Rb temperaturesopen circlesd and the Cs tempera-
ture sfilled circlesd was created by a fast RF evaporation of the Rb
atoms. The solid lines are best fits obtained by a numerical integra-
tion of the differential equations describing the rethermalization
processssee textd.
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surement. In order to suppress systematic effects as much as
possible, for each experimental run we measured both the Rb
and Cs temperatureswithout the other species by eliminating
one or the other through a resonant flash before the rether-
malization process started. Typically, we observed single-
species heating rates of up to 350 nK s−1.

Rethermalization techniques have been extensively used
to measure collisional scattering lengths andp-wave cross
sectionsf8,18,22–25g. For mixtures of two clouds prepared
at different temperatures, the relaxation of the temperatures
due to elastic collisions with a certain constant cross section
proceeds exponentially with a rate that can be calculated ana-
lytically through the model off7g. From the rates obtained by
exponential fits of observed thermalizations one can gener-
ally extract the value of the cross section. We extended that
model to cross sections that explicitly depend on the energy
of the colliding particlesfas in Eq. s1dg. In this case the
relaxation rate of the temperatures in the mixture depends
linearly on the effective cross sectionse f18,26,27g, which,
in the case of Eq.s1d, is

se =E
0

`

dxx5e−x21 4pa2

S1 −
1

2
Carex

2D2

+ Ca2x2

+
12pC2A1

2x4

1 + C3A1
2x62 ,

s2d

whereC=2mkBsm1T2+m2T1d / s"2Md, m is the reduced mass,
andM =m1+m2.

We checked that exponential fits to this model and to
Monte Carlo simulations gave the same thermalization rates
to within a few percentf28g. However, due to the decay of
the number of atoms during the thermalization and to the
observed intrinsic heating independent of the interspecies in-
teractions, we could not determine the effective cross section
through a simple exponential fit to the data. Those cross
sections were determined by running a numerical simulation
using the model discussed above for differentse and initial
temperatures of the two species, taking into account the ex-
perimental single-species heating rates and atom number de-
cay. We then compared the results of these simulations with
the experimental data, and from the combination of param-
eters giving the leastx2 we finally determinedse. The results
of this analysis are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the
initial weighted average temperature of the mixed sample.

Having measured the effective scattering cross sections,
we calculated the effective cross sections corresponding to
the scattering parameters predicted by Jamiesonet al. f11g
for the temperature range relevant to our experiment. The
agreement with our data is best for the scattering parameters
of data set Assee Fig. 3d.

We note here that due to imperfect optical pumpingsand,
possibly, other depolarizing processes during the evaporation
cycled, both the Rb and Cs clouds had admixtures of atoms
in other Zeeman sublevels. In the case of Rb, around 90% of
the atoms were in the desired stateuF=2,mF=2l, with
around 10% in theuF=2,mF=1l sublevel, while for Cs we
measuredsby performing a Stern-Gerlach-type experiment to
separate the Zeeman levels in time of flightd relative popula-
tions of 70–80 % in theuF=4,mF=4l sublevel and 20–30 %

in uF=4,mF=3l. This posed two problems in interpreting our
data. Firstly, the scattering cross sections for atoms in the
various Zeeman sublevels are not necessarily the same. Since
we could not eliminate the populations in the other sublevels,
we can only quote them here to indicate the possible error
involved in our determination of the RbuF=2,mF=2l
−CsuF=4,mF=4l cross section. Secondly, the presence of
other Zeeman sublevels distorted the density profiles from
which we calculated the Rb and Cs temperatures. This prob-
lem was solved by fitting a double-Gaussian curve with a
fixed separation and extracting the temperature from the
widths of these two Gaussians.

Concerning theinelastic collisional properties of the
Rb-Cs mixture, we found that in the temperature range
5–40mK and for typical densities ofs0.5–2d31010 cm−3,
no additional losses in either Rb or Cs in the presence of the
other species occurred. We can, therefore, put the upper limit
of ,10−12 cm3 s−1 on the inelastic coefficient for Rb-Cs col-
lisions in magnetic fields in the range 4–40 G. In the same
range we also performed a slow sweep of the bias field, but
observed no pronounced losses. This rules out the possibility
of broad interspecies Feshbach resonancessas observed re-
cently for a Na-Li mixturef10gd.

Finally, the fact that Cs can be sympathetically cooled by
Rb and that the scattering length for interspecies collisions is
large leads us to speculate whether it might be possible to
reach Bose-Einstein condensation of Cs inside a magnetic
trap using a sympathetic cooling approach. Although Cs was
recently condensed inside an optical trapf29g, it would still
be interesting to achieve condensation in a magnetic trap,
thus avoiding the complicated setup off29g. Since in our
current experiment the number of Rb atoms we could ini-
tially trap was too small to extend the sympathetic cooling
below a few mK, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations
with larger numbers of atoms. Our simulations took into ac-
count the inelastic losses especially of Cs, which in theuF
=4,mF=4l Zeeman sublevel has a zero-energy resonance
f30g associated with a large inelastic collision rate respon-
sible for the failure of all attempts so far to reach Bose-

FIG. 3. Effective elastic scattering cross sections for Rb-Cs col-
lisions as a function of temperature. The theoretical predictions by
Jamiesonet al. f11g plotted in this graph are: data set Bsdotted
lined, data set Assolid lined, data set Csdashed lined, and data set D
sdash-dotted lined. The error bars on the experimental points are
derived from thex2 fit ssee textd.
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Einstein condensation in a magnetic trap. Running simula-
tions with up to 23107 Rb atoms in theuF=2,mF=2l
sublevel, 105 Cs atoms inuF=4,mF=4l and an initial tem-
perature of 10mK for both species clearly showed that even
with a largesbut still realisticd number of Rb atoms and very
low final trap frequenciesschosen so as to reduce the Cs
density and hence inelastic lossesd, it is not possible to reach
quantum degeneracy in such a scheme. However, using the
uF=1,mF=−1l and uF=3,mF=−3l sublevels for Rb and Cs,
respectively, we found that with the same numbers of atoms
as in the first simulation, the same initial temperature and
similarly large scattering lengthssi.e., .300a0d, the thresh-
old for condensation of Cs was reached with roughly 5
3104 Cs atoms left in the mixture. While we have no precise
knowledge of the scattering length involved in the collisions
between atoms in those sublevels it still seems likely that the
effective scattering length will be sufficiently large to make
the condensation of Cs possible. Nevertheless, further work
needs to be done to experimentally verify the scattering
properties of those sublevels.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated sympathetic cooling
of Cs atoms down to very low temperatures in a Rb-Cs
mixture, even in the presence of large inelastic losses in Cs.
We have characterized the ultracold collisions between the
two species by measuring rethermalization rates. Monte
Carlo simulations yielded a precise reproduction of the over-
all collision processes. Our results are consistent with a large
interspecies triplets-wave scattering length. If the scattering
length between atoms in theu1,−1l state of Rb andu3,−3l
state of Cs is similarly large, it appears feasible to reach
Bose-Einstein condensation of Cs in a magnetic trap through
sympathetic cooling with Rb.
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